JUDGES LETTER	


Bus in es s Update
Getting Involved
and Giving Back
COMMONLY ASKED
QUESTIONS ABOUT

LRS SYSTEMS
PARTNERSHIPS

HOW DOES LRS
HELP MY COURT
GENERATE REVENUE
This is an easy one. The
online forum let’s us offer
more classes to more
people and share the
revenue this generates
with the courts.	

CAN YOU
INTERFACE WITH
OUR CURRENT CMS?
We already have working
interfaces with multiple
national and custom
designed court
management systems
(CMS). So yes we can
interface with your
current CMS.	

WHAT CLASSES ARE
AVAILABLE FOR OUR
COURT TO USE?
We have a wide range of
classes available, and if we
don’t have the specific
class you need for your
court clients we can
develop it for you.

Involvement in the local communities where we do
business is an important part of our company mission. We
believe in the power of education and the effectiveness of
the courses we offer but recognize the need for additional
resources in the
community. The LRS
giving pledge helps us
live up to this mission
and work as a
community partner.!

!

!

(1) Up to 80% of the money
collected from specific
classes go to supporting
non-profits, education and
victims in the local
community the money was raised in.!

(2) The LRS Matching Pledge lets us work with our court partners
to generate even more money for community services in that
court’s specific jurisdiction.!

Creating Accountability & Compliance
Teaching skills is at the forefront of all of our classes. We want our clients
not just to learn, but to develop actual skills they can use to improve
their behaviors and lives. As clients learn to be more accountable they
begin becoming more compliant at the same time.!

!- The VeriLive System provides security that allows for true accountability.!
- The LRS analytics package lets you better measure compliance. !
!!
When clients learn new skills, act responsibly, and
cases get closed; EVERYBODY WINS. Nobody does more
to make this happen than LRS Systems.
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